In this brief we provide policy considerations for utilizing Big Data to promote Decent Work, review existing examples of the use of Big Data in support of Decent Work, and make suggestions about how Big Data can be further leveraged to support Decent Work and sustainable development. In particular, we argue for the need to consider people’s work-related goals, needs, and capabilities and to use innovative sources of data to better understand work in the informal economy.

1. Background

The world has resolved to ensure that all individuals can fulfill their human potential with dignity and equality – including by ensuring access to decent work (United Nations, 2015). People in emerging economies and from lower-income countries (LICs) are often excluded from the formal economy and excluded from fully utilizing the power of information technology for the benefit of their working lives (International Labour Organization, 2014; Van Dijk, 2005). Fortunately, the prevalence of “Big Data” provides previously unthinkable opportunities to more accurately measure, target, and improve working conditions and the lives of people engaged in or looking for work, even among those who lack full and equitable access to such technology (Tonidandel, King, & Cortina, 2015).

2. Policy considerations

2.1 Promoting Decent Work through Big Data requires ensuring that we are aware of people’s work-related goals, needs, and capabilities

When working conditions meet people’s fundamental needs, people tend to set their own challenging goals, develop skills, and gain a sense of self-efficacy (Locke & Latham, 2012). In turn, rewarding and productive work contributes to sustainable economic prosperity and job growth. Measuring people’s work-related goals, needs, and capabilities is critical to informing policy for sustainable development, and such insight is possible through the competent use of Big Data.

2.2 Promoting Decent Work through Big Data requires ensuring that people have competence, autonomy, and relatedness at work

Decades of research has documented at least three universal psychological needs – the need for competence in one’s actions, autonomy in the direction of one’s life, and relatedness to others (Deci & Ryan, 2012; Gagné & Deci, 2005). These psychological needs are often fulfilled in large part through meaningful forms of Decent Work. Whether or not people’s needs for competence, autonomy, and relatedness are being met can be appreciated by asking the right
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1 For purposes of this analysis, “big data” signifies data of such volume (i.e., the size of data in terms of bytes), velocity (i.e., the speed at which data is created and/or loses currency), and/or variety (i.e., data’s structural complexity, its lack of structure, and/or the connections of one or more data sub-sets to other sub-sets) as to make traditional data-analytic methods difficult or impossible (McAfee & Brynjolfsson, 2012).
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questions and by accessing and analyzing Big Data in the right way.

2.3 Promoting Decent Work through Big Data requires us to respect what we know from research about how people work

The gathering, interpretation, and inferences made from information about workers’ lives should be guided by theory and existing research from the social and organizational sciences. Analyses of Big Data in relation to people in a work context can lead to misleading indicators, improper inferences, and even conclusions that are unintentionally discriminatory against vulnerable and protected populations (Illingworth, 2015; Whelan & Duvernet, 2015). For example, women’s empowerment at work continues to be a critically important aspect of global sustainable development; interventions based upon Big Data that do not take into consideration the unique challenges and obstacles that women face at work might only exacerbate those barriers.

2.4 Promoting Decent Work through Big Data requires us to build a common language about work

Although job descriptions and other forms of information about private sector organizations’ human resources present considerable promise for use by policymakers, their utility is limited by a lack of generalizable data standards, taxonomies, and metrics. Progress is being made to align data-collection in the private (e.g., www.hropenstandards.org) and public sector (e.g., www.skillsforemployment.org), yet considerable development still needs to be made. An important way of aligning information about workers’ lives is being led by UNESCO as it works to build a global framework of workforce qualifications (Keevy & Chakroun, 2014).

2.5 Promoting Decent Work through Big Data requires us to ensure that the use of Big Data is not a threat to the people it is meant to help

Standards for the effective and ethical use of Big Data need to be respected to protect individuals’ rights and psychological wellbeing. SIOP has made a series of recommendations for the use of Big Data in the context of work (Guzzo, Fink, King, Tonidandel, & Landis, 2015). These recommendations help to highlight the unique likelihood of Big Data to violate norms of privacy, informed consent, and a sense of personal control over one’s life. Methods to avoid harm and personal violations in working contexts include ensuring participation in deciding how and when one is being observed and ensuring transparency regarding data-collection and data use (Guzzo et al., 2015; Karim, Willford, & Behrend, 2015).

3. Examples of using Big Data to promote Decent Work

3.1 Insight into unemployment sentiment via Twitter

In coordination with the United Nations Global Pulse Lab, analysis of social media data has added depth to unemployment statistics by developing leading indicators of economic activity based upon the tone of online conversations (SAS, 2011).

3.2 Identifying promising entrepreneurs in LICs via adaptive surveys

In order to identify potential entrepreneurs deserving of financial loans but without the necessary formal documentation and credit history, computerized psychological tests have been built and deployed in several countries in Africa and South America (Klinger, Khwaja, & Carpio, 2013). These tests increase in predictive accuracy based upon a constantly evolving global database and help to open doors for sustained economic growth in LICs.

3.3 Painting a picture of work interests and skills through mobile phones in Tunisia

In partnership with UNESCO, civil society and private-sector actors in Tunisia have constructed a mobile-based platform to gather information about mobile phone users’ vocational interests and career-development skills and to inform
those users of career development opportunities and best-practices (GSMA, 2014).

4. Promising sources of Big Data to promote Decent Work

4.1 Big Data that supports Decent Work can come from collecting job description information and combining it with other data about work

A relatively under-utilized form of detailed information about people’s working lives is available in the form of job descriptions. Building upon datasets that allow comparisons between jobs, the World Bank and organizational researchers have combined occupational information with occupational employment figures to produce regional profiles of workforce characteristics and worker needs and capabilities (Gloss, Foster-Thompson, Klinger, & Wright, 2010; World Bank, 2013).

4.2 Big Data that supports Decent Work can come from crowdsourced work-interest inventories

Another under-utilized form of insight into worker’s lives are vocational interest profiles. These profiles, which allow individuals to assess their own career interests, can provide individual a more accurate picture of possible career options and policymakers a more detailed picture of labor-force characteristics. For example, the Occupational Interest Profiler built by the United States Department of Labor has been widely used internationally by individuals who are entering the work force or making career transitions (Rounds, Su, Lewis, & Rivkin, 2010). In addition, public sector actors in other countries, including in the Republic of South Africa, have worked to leverage insight from vocational interest surveys to provide their workers with career insights and tools (United Nations Development Programme, 2014).

4.3 Big Data that supports Decent Work can come from aggregating survey pulses

A promising additional method of data collection about workers’ lives has precedent in the private sector. Many leading corporations have innovated by administering micro-surveys to evaluate their workers’ levels of work “engagement” on a regular basis (see Macey & Schneider, 2008). Global, national, and/or regional pulse surveys administered via mobile devices that assess critical aspects of workers’ lives could greatly assist in providing accurate and timely insight into skill gaps, threats to decent work, and emerging work trends. Such pulse surveys would need to deliberately include workers involved in the informal economy and in vulnerable forms of employment. Micro surveys and greater utilization of Big Data in work contexts could also help to address a particularly problematic threat to decent work – the absence of living wages. Mobile applications to help entrepreneurs and family workers track their income and expenditures could provide aggregated insight into the conditions and challenges of those in the informal sector.
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